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Theoretical Relationship Between Politics And Religion

Miroljub Jevtić

After social and political revolutions1 in Holland and England in the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries respectively, and after the American and French revolutions, the de-
velopment of social sciences intensified, and politics emerged as a separate scientific dis-
cipline taught at universities from the seventeenth century on2. The establishment of spe-
cialized institutions such as L’Academie des sciences morales et politiques in 1795 in Paris3 
followed, although they still remained part of larger educational centers for study of phi-
losophy, political economy, law and history.4

In the second half of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries 
there emerged institutions solely dedicated to political studies, such as L’Ecole Libre des 
Sciences Politiques founded 1872 in Paris and transformed today into L’Institut d’ Etudes 
Politiques5. Similar course of development is also encountered in the USA, England and 
others countries, while some researchers think that the beginnings of modern political 
sciences were born in the United States at the start of the twentieth century.6

The first topics of interest in the newly emerging political sciences were as follows: 
state and government, political processes, political parties, comparative political systems, 
political theory7 etc., so that political sciences, institutionalized as a special school, are 
not older than one and a half century at the most.

As a distinct analytical school, political sciences are a rather young discipline, al-
though politics as a research subject is as old as our civilization: works of Aristotle, Plato 
and others from ancient times attest to this.

Analyzing religion within the political context is also not new. Political organiza-
tions in ancient Babylon, Egypt, India  or Israel were all intricately connected with one 
form or another of divinity, i.e. gods. Since gods gave legitimacy to the rulers8 the analy-
ses of such political governments and functions of rulers are part of the discipline that is 
today called  politology of religion or religion and politics or politics and religion.The mod-
ern, post-World War II political sciences tend to suggest an opposite development. Mod-
ern social sciences, in general, take up a secular attitude similar to the teachings of the 
eighteenth century French philosophers, such as Holbach, Helvetius, Diderot and oth-
ers. These secular scientists thought that religion was product of economic backwardness 
and unenlightened social development9 and that it would wither away once those social 
ailments were redressed. Religion was then very rarely taken as subject of political re-
search, and, as a result, political scientists explained political processes, political life, po-
litical organizations, political regimes, political parties etc. within a purely materialistic 
framework, neglecting the influence of religion, even when it should have been acknowl-
edged.10 One obvious modern example of this is that, in consequence of this approach, 
a completely incorrect prognosis was made of the impact religion in general and the or-
ganized religious right in particular had on the 2004 US elections and the reelection of 
George W. Bush. To this end, we should remember what William Montgomery, former 
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US ambassador in Belgrade, said after the re-election of George W. Bush: “As we all know 
now the re-election of Bush was in a large part the result of concentrated efforts of the re
ligious right in the United States of America. Montgomery further writes: … President 
Bush presents himself as an Evangelical in word and deed. Under his leadership the sep
aration between the church and the state in the US has become obscured…  His ‘crusade’ 
against terrorism is founded on his relgious conviction that he is on a ‘mission of God’ 
… He will continue on his way, serene in his knowledge that God is with him”11 From the 
above quoted statement of William Montgomery we can clearly see that even he, who 
should have had all the necessary information, could not predict what would happen. He 
said: “As we all know now”.

Perhaps by following the arguments Alexis de Tocqueville proposed in the nine-
teenth century a better political prognostication may be achieved.

According to Tocqueville, religion is not a product of economic backwardness and 
unenlightened social development that will supposedly disappear with economic devel-
opment 12. Tocqueville died in 1859, and if we analyze the position of religion from that 
time until today, we can conclude that his approach was a little closer to the best frame-
work for political analysis. Since Tocqueville, education and economic levels have risen 
and, instead of weakening, religion has become stronger. 

The case of the USA is especially important. From the second half of the twentieth 
century, when the development was at its highest, the religious conviction among Amer-
icans has grown steadily. “Clearly the US is a ‘churched’  nation. In fact, judging from 
census and other data13, the last 50 years are the most churched-oriented half-century 
in the nation’s history. For example, ‘more than one in three American adults (36%) say 
that God speaks to them directly, and about half of persons interviewed believe that God 
speaks today through the Bible and the Scriptures’.”14

What is especially important concerning the role of religion in the politics of the 
USA is the fact that religion played a very influential role in the creation of that State. Jo-
seph K. Grieboski, Founder and President of the Institute on Religion and Public Poli-
cy in Washington DC15 says that the ”religious freedom is a principal reason for the suc-
cess of the American republic. It is the ‘first freedom‘ of The Bill of Rights… Our found-
ers did not see religion as a ‘private matter’ with no relationship to public policy. Rather, 
they saw religion and religious people as the cornerstone of our democracy and represen-
tative of our vitality as a nation”.16

Indeed, religion has played a very big role in American political life. A political sci-
entist in the field of religion, Kenneth D. Wald, explained the constructive relationship 
between the religion and the political and constitutional systems of the USA which is sec-
ular, as follows: “The Constitution did clearly establish a secular state or a secular govern-
ment, but in doing so there was no intent to prevent religion from having an influence in 
society broadly, and in politics specifically. There were religious ideas that had a strong 
influence on the Constitution itself and the nature of the political system that was creat-
ed. Religious values have been a very powerful influence on a variety of movements, in-
cluding those to abolish slavery, and to promote civil rights. So there is no attempt—and 
it really would have been impossible—to rule religion of the political agenda”.17

Wald further adds that “Churches are important to democracies… [C]hurches… are 
such powerful schools of political training. In those churches people learn how to give 
speeches, they learn how to run meetings, they learn how to organize campaigns. They 
learn a whole host of skills which translate very directly into the political process. So in 
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a sense they are little schools of democratic practice. For many Americans who don’t be-
long to any other organization that gives them these skills, the church is really essential in 
promoting a broad-based democratic participation.”.18

Grieboski’s and Wald’s analyses testify in favor of Tocqueville and cast doubt on the 
purely secular, areligious approach to the research in political sciences. Because for many 
Europeans, the advancement of human liberty that is embodied in a democracy is a result 
of political struggle against an organized Church, they have mistakenly concluded that 
the same is the case in the United States.

But one important thing changed the situation. 
The awakening of the political role of Islam in the world politics is the variable that 

may force European political scientists to reassess the influence of religion on politics.19 
In fact other big religions are also associated with politics such as Buddhism in Tibet, the 
popular revolt in South Vietnam, success of Buddhist political parties Komeito in Japan, 
role of Buddhism in civil war in Sri Lanka.20 The success of the Hindu party Baratiya Jana-
ta in India signals the rise of the Hindu religion in politics, while in Europe we see a large 
Roman Catholic component in the politics of Poland.

Undoubtedly, these events did spur the increase in interest in the religious phenom-
ena in politics and there is a growing need in political centers in western capitals for in-
formation and analysis connected to the phenomena.

Initially, religion was analyzed in individual works of political scientists but now we 
see the emergence of institutions dedicated to this particular analytical framework. For 
example, a special center, the Laboratoire: religion et politique was established at L’Institut 
d’études politiques in Paris,21 then  L’Institut d’études politiques in Aix en Provence with its 
research center L’Observatoire du religieux.22 

Finally, the large volume of knowledge acquired in those centers, as well as the need 
for transmitting, it created a specific scientific discipline whose name is  Politoogy of Re-
ligion . This is a new science in the world of political sciences. This is also a new science 
among sciences which analyze religion as a phenomenon. 

Politology of Religion has a dual academic origin. The first one is rooted in scienc-
es which analyze religion, such as philosophy, sociology, history, geography or psychol-
ogy of religion. Taken together these disciplines help us understand religion as a general 
phenomenon and lead to a greater comprehension of society, because it is not possible to 
understand society without knowledge of religion.23

The second one is the world of political sciences and the position of religion within 
that framework, which is the subject of this paper.

The centrality of any science is the subject of its research. If political sciences ana-
lyze politics in general, it is clear that special disciplines, designed to analyze one of the 
particular parts of it, ought to exist within it. In political sciences, the theory of political 
systems deals with diferent theories about political systems; political systems deal with 
characteristics of the specific political organization of a state; comparative political sys-
tems deal with comparisons of diferent political solutions concerning the organization 
of the parliamentary system and the role of executive power. Having in mind these facts 
the question is: What is the research subject of Religion and Politics or Political Science 
of Religion ?

As a young science Politology of religion  developed its subject of study in the sec-
ond half of the twentieth century. Like other sciences, Religion and Politics does not have 
a final say on the subject of its research because religion, like other spheres of life, is dy-
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namic and developing. Thus far, therefore, we have identified three most important fields 
of research:

1. Notions, explanations, advice, behaviors and constructs of a religious dogma, doc-
trine, its teaching and practice which is visibly, directly and openly connected with politics

2. Religious practices which do not have a visible political message, but provoke di-
rectly political consequences

3. Attitudes of participants in political life (state authorities, political parties, pres-
sure groups, lobbies, individuals) toward religions and religious communities.

In the first field belong dogmas that sculpt attitudes toward the state, political power, 
political legitimacy, political sovereignty, political authority, democracy, political organi-
zations, views of peace and war, religious tolerance, human rights, religious fundamen-
talism, religious extremism, religious terrorism, role of secularism etc.

In the second field belong religious practices which are on the face of it purely theo-
logical without any political intention, but which provoke political consequences. For ex-
ample ways of worship, religious propaganda, construction of temples, impact on politics 
of pilgrimages. It is clear that pilgrimages in Mecca do have a big political significance, as 
do elections of a Roman Catholic Pope or consecrations of bishops in a given state.

The third field examines the relationship between religious communities and the 
state, such as constitutional solutions, degrees of secularism or theocracy, and presence 
of religious freedoms in state laws, relations of political parties, religious lobbies and pres-
sure groups.

Up till now, these were three standard features written about in student textbooks on 
this subject. Recently, however, we have added, for the first time, the fourth feature: so-
cial and political acts which have not any visible connection with religion, but which pro-
voke religious-political consequences. For example, tenders for jobs or services have no 
connection with religions in general,24 but if it happens that in one multi-religious state 
all contractors belong to a specific religion, that can provoke reaction of other religious 
communities and lead to political consequences.25

Finally Politology of Religion can be defined as one of the youngest disciplines in 
the political sciences that deals with a study of influence that religion has on politics and 
politics on the religion with a focus on the relationship between the subjects (the actors) 
in politics in the narrow sense: government, political parties, pressure groups... and reli-
gious communities

If we consider relations among various research fields of this science and of other 
branches of political sciences, we can conclude that the subject of research in Politology 
of religion   is unique and specific. It is so diferent in regard to the subject of its research 
from other political sciences that it typically brings in a rather diferent approach to the 
process of analysis. For example, while standard political theory analyzes political pow-
er, Politology of religion will also do this but with a view to finding and analyzing the 
nexus between political power and religion. Since the standard political theory does not 
analyze this nexus in great detail, the Politology of religion  of religion fills in that gap.26 

Another example is the modern political theory on the phenomena of political legit-
imacy in democracy, democratic political process, freedom of speech and press, free po-
litical organization, democratic elections democratic election campaigns etc. Just because 
a person is freely elected, within specified rules, it does not necessarily follow that the so-
ciety will accept that person’s legitimacy. 

There are religions that assign political legitimacy to an elected office if the person 
elected meets the criteria of the religious convictions that predominate in the communi-
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ty.27 By examining the nature of the religious and political nexus, the political science of 
religions enriches the political discipline as a whole.

If we want to determine the place of the political science of religion in the world of 
political sciences, we could say that the political science of religion to the world of po-
litical sciences is as the political system of Japan is to the world of political systems. The 
Politology of Religion  can then take one notion that was studied in political theory, for 
example sovereignty, and deal with it in the context of religion. For example, how does 
Christianity, as well as Judaism, Islam, Buddhism or any other religion, view the notion of 
sovereignty? What, for example, causes the diferent view of sovereignty in Islam?

Having in mind that the role of religion constantly changes in society and in the 
world of politics, the role of the political science of religions in political sciences also 
changes. For example, during the existence of the Eastern Communist bloc a many in-
stitutions in the West analyzed Marxist ideology and the influence of Marxism on polit-
ical organization. Since the collapse of the communist world, the majority of those insti-
tutions changed direction and started to look at new fields of research. Meanwhile, po-
litical authorities started to seek better analyses of the role of religion, especially analy-
ses connected to the Middle East. In fact, many institutions in the USA and in the West-
ern Europe exist to do research exclusively in the area of the Middle Eastern problem.28    

If we examine the programs of study of diferent educational centers in the area of 
political sciences, we can see an explosion of research and courses on religion, which did 
not exist before the collapse of communism. For example, in the Republic of Slovenia 
the School of Social Sciences, which includes the Department of Political Sciences, ofers 
courses such as Religion and contemporary society, Christianity and Europe, Jewish stud
ies, Islamic studies, India’s religions, Contemporary secularisms, Catholic concepts of social 
regulations, New spiritual phenomena afer socialism, Media and religions, Religious cul
tures and mythologies of the Slovenians, Religions and nationalisms, Symbolic forms in re
ligion and culture, Globalization and changes in world religions, Comparativ religions, New 
religious movements.29  If we are to compare the program of studies of that School before 
the collapse of communism with today’s program, we can easily conclude that a great deal 
of change occurred in the emphasis and the focus of the study of religion and politics. In 
fact, a similar change happened in other republics of former Yugoslavia.30

The case of the School of Theology of the Roman Catholic Church in Zagreb is a 
ready example where politics is not the intended subject of study, but where use of reli-
gion for political purposes pushes religion to the forefront of political study, so that even 
the theologians have to grapple with it. 

The situation in the Western Europe and the USA is similar to this because those 
countries had a rather well developed religious study programs already, but the interest 
of researchers was oriented more towards the cultural rather than the political impact of 
religion.  

It is clear that the USA takes the lead in the study of religion and politics because, 
as a superpower in favor of globalization, it has to analyze all the challenges which come 
across that road… and religion represents the greatest challenge. 

A look at the educational programs of departments of political sciences in American 
universities shows that religion and politics holds a big place in them and that their im-
portance in educational and research programs grows from day to day.31 The number of 
books on religion and politics written and published in the USA is impossible to deter-
mine,32 and the focus of the subject matter is continually changing. For example, the issue 
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of jihad, which is today very dominant, was a virtual rarity if we are to judge by book ti-
tles in the US Library of Congress. Today, there are more than one thousand articles and 
books whose titles alone contain the idea of jihad.33  

So religion entered politics through the wide open doors, and political sciences have 
got richer in the field of analysis and can be proud of it. All religions without exception 
became important political factors in themselves, as well as factors important for the pro-
cess of analysis itself. Just as the Roman Catholic movement played a big role in the re-
volt of the Polish people against communist repression, just as Orthodoxy is a powerful 
factor in all states with Christian Orthodox majorities, just as the influence of evangelical 
Protestantism in the USA and of the Jewish political parties in Israel is strongly present 
in the composition of political cabinets, Islam is a significant factor in the political iden-
tity of many countries. 

That is why religion as subject of political research is beginning to surpass other so-
cial sciences which may have religion for subject of analysis but are not political scienc-
es themselves. In the broader sense, Politology of religion   may become the most im-
portant social science of religion because, in addition to the standard political analysis, it 
also has to draw on religious sources making its analysis a richer and in, many instances, 
a better predictor of future political outcomes.
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Summary: Political science is In same time old and young science. Old, if we have in mind 
politics as subject of research,and young if we think about institutions in which politics is only 
subject of research or education.

Having in mind religion as subject of political science research, we can easily conclude 
that all books in early history of mankind, which were dedicated to political topics, had 
for the first subject religion. That is clear if we remember that firsts forms of politicals 
organizations in old Babylon, Egypt. and Israel are inseparable connected with gods. Gods 
gave legitimacy to those states. But so political science institutions in generally so political 
sciences of religions, or politologie des religions in French, was born late. The firsts subjects 
of researchs in politicals sciences institutions were: state, politicals regimes, political parties, 
theory of politics, politicals systems, etc. Religion was studied wery rarely. Modern political 
science was born under influence of frenchs intellectuals: Diderot, Rousseau, Voltaire 
etc. They considered that religion will disappear with education and development. Their 
compatriot Alexis de Tocqueville thought contrary to their prognosis. The time gave right 
to Tocqueville. In the second part of XX century when the world development was the 
highest, religion maintained its position in big part of globe and became stronger in a lot 
of states. That created big challenge for political science. Many of politicals scientis started 
with research concerning influence of religion into politics. That create, as the first step, 
centers for research of relations among religion and politics as is labaratoire RELIGION 
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ET POLITIQUE at Institute d’etudes politiques in Paris or l’Observatoire du Religieux at 
Institut d’etudes politique in Aix EN Provence en Frence, and finally that created special 
scientific discipline among politicals sciences which name is Religion and politics, Political 
Science if Religion, Politologie of Religion or Politologie des religions in french.Politologia 
della religione in italien or Religionspolitologie in german.

Key words: Religion, Politics, Political Science, Development, Lecturing. Politology of Religion
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